With great enthusiasm we participated in the National Simultaneous Storytime along with children all over Australia and New Zealand. We loved sharing ‘Alpacas with Maracas’ by Australian author Matt Cosgrove.

Alpacas are fascinating animals. We did some research and the wool of an alpaca can be used to make clothing.

The size of our classroom doubled this term and that worked perfectly with our Mathematics. We have been very busy multiplying and dividing, looking for equal groups, sharing equally and discovering the importance of skip counting.

Do you need to know the time? Year 1/2J can help you out!

We are jumping for joy in 1/2J because we love learning!

Our drawing skills have gone from strength to strength. Our term started with our Mother’s Day portraits and we were so proud to share our skills with our beautiful Mum’s.

Later in the term we researched owls and had a fantastic time drawing these fascinating animals.

Congratulations to the children in our class who received the Sacrament of Confirmation early in the term.